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1. Overview 
1. Polycom Analyst Communications Event (PACE) took place in New York in October 2016. It was 

day and half of briefings and presentations to about 10 industry video analysts.   

2. The event took place two weeks after close of Polycom’s acquisition by Siris Capital. The 

acquisition was announced in early July and interrupted Mitel’s planned acquisition of Polycom. 

As the Mitel-Polycom merger was announced in April, Polycom has been in a state of to-be-

acquired for more than half a year.  

3. With the completion of the Siris acquisition comes a new CEO: Mary McDowell. Peter Leav, CEO 

for almost three years, has left the company.  

4. Several new products were demonstrated under NDA. The product pipeline is reasonably 

strong, and early 2017 will be filled with product announcements.  

5. The Siris model is to invest in slow-growth technology firms that have a sticky legacy business 

and potential robust growth. Mary believes that by removing the short-term pressures 

associated with being pubic, that Polycom will be able to execute on long term growth.  

2. Leadership and Vision  
1. CEO Mary McDowell joined Siris as an Executive Partner in March 2016. Additionally, she is 

listed as a non-executive board member with UBM and Autodesk. She earned most of her 

professional experience in leadership roles at Compaq Computer (and later HP) and Nokia.  

2. Mary has a well-suited background that includes both product marketing and engineering. She 

takes partial credit for Nokia’s growth in feature phones despite consensus that the business 

had no growth prospects.  

3. Mary signaled a desire to partner with companies that Polycom has previously viewed as 

competitors, and that Polycom can’t be limited to a single brand play.  

3. Polycom and Microsoft 
1. A significant part of Polycom’s business is associated with Microsoft’s Skype for Business (SfB) 

for both telephony and video.  

2. The Polycom VVX IP phones are the preferred IP endpoints for SfB. The hardware is good, but it 

was Polycom’s software efforts that made these endpoints so superior over the Microsoft 

designed CX series. These phones do not support video in SfB, yet do in SIP mode with other 

UCaaS solutions. Regardless if this is due to technical or political reasons, it’s a hole for both SfB 

and Polycom. Several UCaaS providers such as 8x8 and Fuze support phone-top video with the 

same Polycom VVX phones. Cisco is one of the few OEMs that support video calls with non 

Polycom phones.  

3. On the video side, Polycom has three approaches to Microsoft.  

A. Polycom along with Logitech and Crestron provide hardware for the next generation Skype 

room system (Project Rigel). This is essentially a package of peripherals designed to work 

with a Surface Pro 4 PC and Microsoft software. The solution utilizes a native SfB client and 
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UI, and is designed for small-medium rooms. As the UI and experience are largely 

controlled by Microsoft, Polycom intends to differentiate with a broad portfolio of Rigel 

solutions that features options for high-end cameras and the Trio. Microsoft also offers its 

own Surface Hub solution that supports collaboration with inking and touch.  

B. Polycom also offers its Group Series video solutions with a new SfB UI. The Group Series is 

significantly more comprehensive than the new Skype Rooms or Surface Hub and includes 

advanced A/V technologies such as EagleEye and acoustic technologies.  

C. Polycom RealConnect Service for Office 365 is a new Azure-based, video interoperability 

service planned for early 2017. The service is restricted to customers of SfB Online (Office 

365) and provides interoperability with Cisco and other standards-based video equipment.  

The service is sold through Polycom channels.   

4. Opinion 
1. Polycom has two broad portfolios – video and voice. Under CEO Andy Miller, Polycom largely 

neglected its voice business – though it blossomed anyway. Telephony has been an important 

aspect of Polycom’s growth and profits. However, other than the Trio, the voice portfolio has 

seen only incremental changes. Phones received little attention at PACE. 

2. I was pleasantly surprised by Polycom’s upcoming products. I was concerned that that R&D had 

been eliminated to achieve profitability prior to the sale.  

3. After a decade of being the fries, Video is now largely considered as a core UC component. Both 

Microsoft and Cisco, for the first time, are featuring native, integrated desktop and room video 

as a core component of their UC solution. Many UC vendors and providers are not there yet.  

4. The proposed merger between Mitel and Polycom would have been a disaster for both 

companies (see prior post) – especially Polycom. That said, Polycom remains vulnerable. The IP 

phone market is expected to shrink, Microsoft is both commoditizing Polycom’s solutions and 

directly competing with them, and Cisco has a very strong premises and cloud story for its video 

solutions.   

5. The strategy to interoperate and/or natively integrate Polycom endpoints with other back-end 

or infrastructure video solutions makes sense, but partnering with competitors is never easy. 

The lack of call control is exactly why so many VoIP vendors embrace Polycom endpoints (and 

why they were concerned about merger with Mitel). It is also why Logitech is able to dominate 

in webcams across technology stacks. Competitors will be concerned about welcoming Polycom 

into their accounts. Additionally, many of the top providers already have partners for video: 

8x8, Mitel, NEC, and Fuze use Vidyo and RingCentral uses Zoom. 

6. Microsoft does not make it easy on Polycom. Microsoft does not endorse any of its 

certified/qualified partners, even though Polycom pioneered and set the bar on the SfB-IP 

phone integration. Rigel is available from several partners, and somehow Logitech was first to 

market. The Microsoft-Polycom partnership feels unbalanced.  

7. Polycom has a complex portfolio. Many products, such as Trio and the Group Series apply to 

most prospects. SfB customers will value the IP Phone, Rigel, and the Group Series. Non SfB 

customers may value Clariti or Centro. Many of these solutions have different channels and 

competitors.  
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